
  

From the sun to your eye



  

From the sun to your screen



  



  

PIXEL

PICTURE + ELEMENT
ABBRV



  

BINARY



  

BINARY

A single zero or one is called a bit.

8 bits are a byte



  

number of bits used to indicate the color of a single pixel,

Every extra bit doubles the number of steps..  

This factor, the number of bits used to record the color or light information,  is called
the bit  depth.

The greater the bit depth, theoretically, the greater range of information can be
stored and displayed.    However, that also means, a bigger file.

 

BIT DEPTH



  

8-BIT DEPTH



  

You can create any number from zero to 255 with this system, but with only one possible
combination of ones and zeroes each.  Each number has a unique binary combination. 

 Now we have numbers, we can assign them to anything, such as how much red there is on
a pixel or how loud a sound is.



  

1920 x 1080 Screen, 8-bit depth=
 

over 2 million numbers worth of data,
just for brightness (monochrome).



  

COLOR



  

(s)RGB 



  

“Understanding bit depth”

https://youtu.be/Eq4FlnmKjkU

https://youtu.be/Eq4FlnmKjkU


  

IF WE HAVE 8 BIT DEPTH

AND WE HAVE AN RBG VALUE OF 128, 0, 0, WHAT
WOULD THAT BE?

https://www.w3schools.com/colors/colors_picker.asp

16,777,216 possible colors.

Most Smartphones and compact cameras shoot 8bit color depth JPEG photos.
Cheap mirrorless cameras 12 bit raw photos. Most dSLR cameras 14bit raw
photos. And the expensive medium format cameras shoot 16bit photos. Actually 8
bit photos is by far good for the human eye. But during photo processing with
photoshop more bits offer better results.

https://www.w3schools.com/colors/colors_picker.asp


  

SO HOW DOES FOCUS WORK ON THE SENSOR?



  

PIXEL ASPECT RATIOS.

Pixels aren't always square.   As long as the camera records this way  and you
display the image with the same pixel shapes,  everything will look correct.
Squares will still be square  and circles will still be circles.  

For example, if you were shooting 16 by 9 NTSC  standard definition video, you'd
be working with widescreen pixels, which are 1.21 to 1 wide.  

This means your image has less effective  horizontal image resolution than it would
have  if your pixels were all square.You're not using as many pixels to make up the
image.



  

FRAME SIZE

ANALOG: 70mm, 35mm, 16mm, S16mm, 8mm, s8mm, half-8mm

DIGITAL: 2500x5000, 2750x3500, 3000x3000, 1000x1500, etc. etc.

Digital frame size is measured by the horizontal and vertical resolution of your images.  

For HD, it goes by the vertical resolution, for ULTRA HD, horizontal.



  

THE FRAME

It's a single, complete image, one of many displayed in a continuous series that creates the
illusion of movement. 

A single frame literally an image, wether you're talking about film or video...

EXCEPT....

z



  

INTERLACED VIDEO 
VS 

PROGRESSIVE VIDEO

fun with frames and fields



  

 PROGRESSIVE: 
 

If your video frame is recorded, stored, and played back as a whole, single frame, it's
referred to usually as progressive. 

INTERLACED:
 

There's another way to record frames of video, which allows for the appearance of
smoother movement



  

Interlaced vs. Progressive Scan -
1080i vs. 1080p

https://youtu.be/H_o5h5SK_70

https://youtu.be/H_o5h5SK_70


  



  

Interlaced and Progressive Frame
Rates Explained! 

https://youtu.be/xKMWjRlIvrY

https://youtu.be/xKMWjRlIvrY


  

EXPOSURE



  

HOW THE CAMERA WORKS



  

THE BIG THREE (AND FOUR)

SHUTTER
SPEED

F-STOP

ISO



  



  

ISO
the level of sensitivity of your camera's sensor or your film stock to available light.

The lower the ISO number, the less sensitive it is to the light.   The higher ISO
number the more sensitive to the light.

Every camera has a “base” ISO after which it gets overly grainy



  



  

THE SHUTTER (SHUTTER SPEED)



  

THE SHUTTER MOTER



  

THE SHUTTER MOTER



  

THE SHUTTER IN ACTION
https://youtu.be/CmjeCchGRQo?t=23s

https://youtu.be/CmjeCchGRQo?t=23s


  

LET'S LOOK AT THE CAMERA AGAIN



  

APERTURE



  

A LITTLE BIT FOR A LONG TIME

A WHOLE LOT AT
ONCE FOR A
SHORT PERIOD
OF TIME



  



  



  

DEPTH OF FIELD



  

DEPTH OF FIELD

Depends on THREE things:

Your aperture
(the wider open, the shallower)

 

Your distance from the subject
(the closer you are, the shallower)

The focal length of your lens
(the longer it is, the shallower) 



  

DEPTH OF FIELD
DSLR Tutorial: Depth of Field

https://youtu.be/ds6TOvxA8mc

https://youtu.be/ds6TOvxA8mc



